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   LITHO-PERF/CS   Offering 
  the same perforating performance as 
the standard, side-aligned Litho-Perf, Litho-Perf/CS 
has center-mounted teeth for increased pressure 
and longer runs. This is currently the only center-
mounted rule available that is heat-treated using 
Boyd's time-tested methods for extended life. 
  

      10-Foot Rolls           20-Foot Rolls 
 #L600 6-Tooth Paper      #L608 6-Tooth Paper 
 #L601 6-Tooth Card      #L609 6-Tooth Card 
 #L602 8-Tooth Paper      #L610 8-Tooth Paper 
 #L603 8-Tooth Card      #L611 8-Tooth Card 
 #L604 12-Tooth Paper      #L612 12-Tooth Paper 
 #L605 12-Tooth Card      #L613 12-Tooth Card 

   LITHO-SCORE/CS   A new  
   development for the offset  
  press, Litho-Score/CS has no sharp, 
square edges that risk cutting heavy stock. Its 
wider, rounder scoring edge helps minimize cracking 
and is excellent for heavy-coated and uncoated 
stocks, cast-coated paper, and  jobs where scoring 
through solid coverage is required.  
 

     10-Foot Rolls              20-Foot Rolls 
               #L626  For Paper            #L627  For Paper  

   LITHO-SLIT/CS   The  
  straight-cut, center-mounted blade 
performs virtually all types of die cuts and cut-outs 
more economically than ever.  
 
   10-Foot Rolls              20-Foot Rolls 
             #628  For Paper            #630  For Paper  
         #629  For Card Stock              #631  For Card Stock 

   MICRO-PERF/SS   With  
   30-, 40- and 50-tooth blades, 
  Micro Perf is ideal for perforating 
continuous feed forms, offering a perforation line 
that remains clean. The blades are available in a 
blade height of .022 inch, designed for use on    
paper or lightweight card stocks. Use Micro-Perf for 
jobs that will pass through a laser printer after  
being perforated.  
 

           30-Tooth                 40-Tooth         50-Tooth 
   #300 10-ft Roll         #400 10-ft Roll        #500 10-ft Roll 
   #301 20-ft Roll         #401 20-ft Roll        #501 20-ft Roll 
                                                                       

   LITHO-SCORE / WideTrac  
   The new Litho-Score WideTrac 
 has no sharp, square edges that risk cutting 
the heavier stocks. Its wider, rounded scoring edge 
helps minimize cracking and is excellent for heavy 
coated and uncoated stock, cast-coated paper, and 
jobs where scoring over solid coverage is required.  
 

     10-Foot Rolls                     20-Foot Rolls 
 #L626-3 Heavy Card          #L627-3 Heavy Card 

       MICRO-PERF/ SpecialHigh 
   With the new H.S. Boyd Micro-
  Perf special high you now can micro 
perforate card stock, offering a perforation line that 
remains clean. The blades are available in a blade 
height of .029 inch, designed for use on heavier   
paper or card stocks up to 12pt. 
 
 Special Low               Special High 
   #L8000 20-ft. 6-Tooth (.0125)      #L8001 20-ft. 6-Tooth (.029) 
   #L8002 20-ft. 8-Tooth (.0125)      #L8003 20-ft. 8-Tooth (.029) 
   #L8004 20-ft. 12-Tooth (.0125)    #L8005 20-ft. 12-Tooth .029) 
   #L8006 20-ft. 16-Tooth (.0125)    #L8007 20-ft. 16-Tooth .029) 
   #L8011 20-ft. 4-Tooth (.0125)      #L8008 20-ft. 4-Tooth (.029) 
   #L8014 20-ft. Score (.0125)          #L8012 20-ft. Score (.023) 
   #L8021 20-ft. 16-Tooth (.014)      #L8013 20-ft. Score (.019) 
   #L8022 20-ft. 12-Tooth (.015)      #L8015 20-ft. Score (.029) 
   #L8023 20-ft. 8-Tooth (.016)        #L8017 20-ft. Slit (.029) 
    #L8019 20-ft. Slit St Cut(.029) 
    #L8020 20-ft. 16-Tooth (.021) 

        LITHO-PUNCH   Litho-Punch creates a 
       punched circular cut that remains lightly 
attached for removal by the end user. It is available 
in 1/8", 3/16", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 1", 1 1/4", and 1 

1/2" diameters. A serrated or straight-cut edge may 
be used -- available for both paper and card stocks.  

 

When ordering, specify punch hole size and paper or card. 
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